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1. Research for lecture in Tokyo
in August 2015 & recent
international contact
2. Mostly anonymised –
originally not intended for UK
3. Former CEO of CABE,
responsible for & participant in
its design review functions
4. Member, South East England
Design Review Panel
Anish Kapoor’s AccelorMittal Orbit, reviewed by CABE for London 2012
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1. How we got where we
are today

Design review landscape surveyed by
CABE in 2009
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 CABE national & bespoke panels
 Government estates panels (e.g. MoD, NHS)
 8 Regional panels: English regions but not London
 9 Sub-regional panels: e.g. consortia of local authorities,
intensive growth or regeneration areas (2009)
 66 Local authority panels with external members: e.g.
Birmingham, Kensington & Chelsea, Salisbury, Cambs. (2009)
 Internal local authority panels (officers, or officers + councillors)

 Review by individual professionals (e.g. local authority architect)
 Devolved Nations had own arrangements

Ten principles of good design review, 2009
With the RIBA, RTPI & Landscape Institute
1. Independent
2. Accountable
3. Expert, usually peer, review (can
include local as well as design experts)
4. Advisory
5. Accessible
6. Proportionate
7. Timely
8. Objective
9. Focused on outcomes for people
10. Focused on improving quality
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110118095356/http://
www.cabe.org.uk/files/design-review-principles-&-practice.pdf
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Conservative/Liberal Democrat Coalition
Government, elected May 2010
 CABE unexpectedly lost DCMS
funding when ministers needed last
minute cuts in 2010 spending
review
 Infuriated CABE’s co-funder, DCLG
 DCLG wanted design review as
part of ‘reformed’ planning system
 National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) encouraged
use of design review – March 2012
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How we got where we are today
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 Housing Minister Grant Shapps believed if design review
was useful, development industry should pay for it…
 … & wanted competition to give choice of providers
 DCLG persuaded to continue funding design review but
would not sponsor CABE as a public body, or fund
architecture centres
 CABE merged with Design Council to become nonstatutory independent charity – 1 April 2011
 Won DCLG 3 years DCLG funding for design review
 After that it was down to the market and the NPPF

Nothing to see here…

 James Penrose MP:
the DCMS
architecture and
heritage minister
who presided over
the abolition of
CABE as a statutory
body

 I’m not saying
anything…
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2. Where we are today(ish)

Design Review: Principles and Practice updated
January 2013 – ten principles revised
www.designcouncil.org.uk/knowledge-resources/guide/design-review-principles-and-practice
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The design review landscape as it was in
2015 – competition and collaboration
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 Design Council CABE – self-funding independent national
charity running national, bespoke & local panels
 The Design Network (sprang from pre-2011 regional panels):
– Run regional & local panels:
– Design South East (South East, East of England & London)
– MADE (West Midlands)

- Places Matter! (North West)

– IntegreatPLUS (Yorkshire)

- Creating Excellence (South West)

– OPUN (East Midlands)

- Urban Design London (public realm

– NE DRES (North East)

reviews only)

– MoU: stick to regional borders, apply consistent standards, cooperate when appropriate & share best practice

 Locally run panels – e.g. Cambridgeshire Quality Panel,
Islington, South Cambs. & other local authorities

The design review landscape in 2015 –
development agencies and the private sector
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 Bespoke panels – e.g. London
Legacy Development
Corporation, HS2
 Private sector ventures:
– The Design Review Panel
(Devon & Somerset)
– Firms that administer panels

– Consultants that aim to help
developers avoid, or succeed at,
design review
– Training

Glazed canopy to cover external street, Westfield Stratford
City shopping centre, East London – LLDC design review
panel advised aginst adding a roof

Common to all panels
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 All current panels investigated say they:
– Appoint panel members & chairs by open advertisement
•

May headhunt scarce skills such as ecologists

– Are multi-disciplinary
•

Typically 60-80% architects plus planners, urban designers,
engineers, landscape architects, ecologists, conservationists,
transport planners, valuers (no artists)

– Use Design Review: Principles and Practice to govern reviews
– Pay panel members fees and/or expenses
– Train panel members to be constructive ‘critical friends’
– Review all types of development at all scales
– Get repeat business. All but one financially viable (just). Some growing.

Additionally
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 Some panels have an oversight
committee to monitor standards
independently of the review
organisation’s board (e.g. South
East & North east); others don’t
 In some regions outside London
and the South East, panels say it
can be difficult to find sufficient
suitable panel members

 No panels include local
community representatives

The Toffee Factory, Newcastle, design reviewed by the
North East England panel administered by the RIBA

Reviews
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 Client may be the promoter or local planning authority
 Promoters can pay for private reviews from most providers
 Mostly peer review by multi-disciplinary panel
 Most panels visit site, though only staff or Chair visit in some
places (usually depends on resources)
 Traditional ‘crits’ still available; many providers also offer
‘workshop’ reviews
 Providers want to offer constructive dialogue with clients
 Review meetings often longer – up to a day for big schemes
 Written letters or reports provided to clients and/or LPA

Why bring schemes for design review?
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 No longer statutory, so why review? All panels
approached agreed:
– NPPF support for design review was initially important but less
so now, because customers find reviews useful
– Local planning authorities use design review to test design
quality, especially now budget cuts have greatly reduced
number of design professionals they can afford to employ
– Developers use design review either because they expect it to
help overcome problems with planning committee members
and/or local communities, or believe they get quicker consents if
they respond positively to review

 I didn’t have resources to ask customers for feedback
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3. After statutory CABE –
better, worse or just
different?

Better
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 Increased rate of innovation in
design review methods

 Collaborative review models
– e.g. workshop reviews

 Often longer review meetings

 Panel members frequently make
site visits themselves
 Often more local focus & knowledge
 More choice of review types at
different project stages
New country house in East Devon, South West England,
reviewed by a local panel

Worse
 Developers can pay for reviews directly –
potential for conflicts of interest

 May be suspicion developers could pick &
choose most ‘friendly’ panel
 Governance & operation not always transparent
or publicly accountable
– More bespoke panels internally within QUANGOs
– More private reviews

 Limited availability of suitable panel members in
some parts of England

 Consistency might be open to question
 Not statutory: can be avoided more easily if local
authority has no design review arrangements
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‘[The community ]
Association has acquired a
copy of a leaked letter from
[a review organisation’s]
Head of Design Review to
[a scheme’s architects] who
have been masterminding
the […] application […]
Among the list of advisory
‘experts’ is [names two
architects] Both firms have
contributed designs for the
[…] proposal.’
Complaint about design review
confidentiality & accountability by a
community action group in 2014

Different
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 Panels compete for business
 No central government funding
 More local review panels?
(possibly – we don’t really know)
 More private sector involvement
in administration
 Greater equality between panels
– CABE no longer seen as the ‘single
parent’ of design review

 No consistent data about how
design review is working

Masterplan for Kingstone, Herefordshire, reviewed by
MADE’s West Midlands design review panel in 2013
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4. What are others doing?

Office for Design and Architecture,
Government of South Australia (ODASA)


Setup 2011 licensed by Design Council CABE



Reviewed 2016 – supported by users



Statutory referral for schemes over set values
and heights; others also seek review



Part of ‘pre-lodgement’ process



Collaborative between proponents, key
decision makers & statutory agencies



Paid for by State – free to promoters



3 (or more) reviews with technical meetings &
public consultation between



After application lodgement, Government
Architect offers further design advice



Review: more interactive; all sites to be
visited; more significant in planning process
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South Australian Health & Medical Research Institute,
Adelaide, Reviewed by Office for Design & Architecture
South Australia’s panel

Victorian Design Review Panel, Victoria,
Australia
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 Setup 2012 using CABE as benchmark
 Reviewed 2016 – funding changed
 Non-statutory
 Was pay-per-review by public sector
 Stakeholders said State should now fund

 ‘Crit’-type reviews by multi-disciplinary panel
of 5, appointed by Ministers
 All relevant stakeholders attend & receive
written report

 Design Quality Teams for big projects
 ‘Expedites decisions; efficient & effective
way to get fresh eyes on projects’

St Kilda Triangle Masterplan, Melbourne,
Reviewed by the Victorian Design Review Panel

Tokyo Metropolitan District Imperial Palace
design evealuation zone
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 Limited control over aesthetics in Japan
makes design review problematic
 An exception: Tokyo Landscape Ordinance
20 requires design evaluation for large
schemes against guidelines in defined zone
2.
round Imperial Palace

Imperial
Appearance of the
property

Palace design evaluation zone

 Paid for by Tokyo Metropolitan Government
 Panel of experts engaged by TMG reviews
designs
 Comments given to developer
 ‘This has improved most schemes’ heights,
facades & interface with the surrounding
area’

Otemachi 1-1 Project, reviewed by
Tokyo design evaluation programme

End

Institute for Human Centered Design,
Boston MA, USA
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 Design review for universal (inclusive)
design by non-profit charity

 Uses specialist designers, often with
personal experience of being users
with disabilities
 Desktop reviews
 Usually for public projects
 Gets into nitty gritty of accessible
design – color contrast, eliminating
door closers, bactericidal materials,
acoustics, lighting, wayfinding, etc.

Schematic for Grinnell College Humanities &
Social Science Complex, Iowa, reviewed by
IHCD

With grateful thanks to:

 Various UK design review programme managers
 Emma Appleton, Office of the Victorian Government
Architect, Melbourne, Australia

 Seiji Takamatsu, Space Syntax Japan
 Kirsteen McKay & Andreea Jeleascu, Office for
Design and Architecture, Government of South
Australia, Adelaide
 Valerie Fletcher, Institute for Human Centered
Design, Boston MA
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Thank you
Dr Richard Simmons
dr.rtsimmons@gmail.com

